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ABSTRACT 

íVom the error analysis presented in this paper it is shown that the CCAU method 
derived by Dutra do Carmo and Gale&o [3] preserves the same order of approximation 
obtained with SUPG (cf. Brooks and Hughes [2]) when advection-diiFusion regular 
solutions are considered, and improves the accuracy of the approximate boundary layer 
solution when high order interpolating polynomials are used near sharp layers. 

RESUMO 

A partir da análise de erro apresentada neste trabalho mostra-se que o método 
CCAU, desenvolvido por Dutra do Carmo e Galeão [3], preserva a mesma ordem de 
aproximação obtida com o método SUPG (ver Brooks e Hughes [2]), quando soluções 
regulates do problema de difusão-convecção são consideradas, e melhora a aproximação 
da camada limite quando interpolaçôes de ordem superior são usadas. 



INTRODUCTION 

In Galeão and Dutra do Carmo [1] a new Petrov-Galerkin finite element method, called 
CAU, was proposed to numerically solve convection-dominated problems. This method 
deals with a systematic procedure to obtain the appropriate upwind direction. The 
methodology used to define this direction provides an effective control for the derivar 
tives in the direction of the gradient of the approximate solution. As a consequence sharp 
layers are accurately represented. Nevertheless, if the advection-diffusion problems pos
sess regular solutions it was observed a loss os accuracy when compared with the SUPG 
method presented in Brooks and Hughes [2]. 

l b circumvent this defiency another method, called CCAU, that uses a Petrov-
Galerkin weighting function which depends on a feedback control parameter was derived 
by Dutra do Carmo and Galeio [3]. Due to this feedback technique the control of deriva
tives increases or decreases according to the smoothnes of the expected solution. When 
boundary layers occur a higher control for the gradient of the approximate solution is 
necessary and the additional stability engendered by the CAU method is activated by this 
control technique. Otherwise, the control parameter acts like a filter eliminating this ad
ditional stability. Crosswind diffusion is then minimized and this method tends to SUPG. 
The numerical results confirm that in presence of internal or external boundary layers 
CCAU method preserves the same CAU stability, and in regions where regular solutions 
occur CCAU method retains the same SUPG accuracy. 

In this paper the fundamentals aspects of CCAU method is briefly reviewed. Then, 
using some inverse estimates found in Ciarlet [4], a global erro: estimate is derived. It 
is shown that when the exact solution is globally smooth this method presents the same 
SUPG rate of convergence. To explore the possibilities created by the CCAU additional 
stability, bi-linear and high order elements were used near sharp layers. The numerical 
results presented show that the accuracy of the approximate solution in regions near sharp 
layers is increased when the order of the shape function is augmented. This does not occur 
with SUPG solutions, which exhibits localized oscillations. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

We shall consider the problem denned by the steady advection-dhfusion equation, 

with boundary conditions 

#*)=*(*), *€r , ; r,ur f«r (it) 
-KV+.n = q(x), x€T,-, r,nr# = #, (u) 

where 0 C /T^n > 2) is a bounded domain with smooth boundary T and unit outward 
normal n. The scalar functions /(x),fl(x) and q(x) : x € ft, are given data. We also 
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that the velocity vector field n(x), the diffusivity K(x) and the production <r(x) 
fire known. 

CCAU'S APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 

In order to approximate the scalar field ^(x), let us define a finite element partition II*, 
such that: 

ff = u£ i f f« and njr«*in« = l . (2a) 
We abo consider the finite dimensional space 

Vi = tf € Ht(Q) : n
h

e € />* W . € II* , ^ | r # « 0 } , (2o) 

where Pk denotes the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k. The subscript 
e indicates the restriction of any function to element fl«. 

With these definitions the determination of the Controlled Consistent Approximate 
Upwind solution of problem (la-c) reads: (see Dutra do Carmo and Galeab[3]) 
Find 4* € V? such that 

where 
B(4>h, **) » / {üTV^ • Vn* + u • V** ** + of »*} dfl 

JVe * 

+V* / {-rfiü(/írV**) + u • V** + <r**}a. u • Vif* <ffl (8») 

<?(**.**)=£ / i?:(^)V^.Vi|*dn (3c) 

F(**) = / /**<« + íq^dT + TÍ fa.u>Vrtdil (3d) 

In the above fxpressiotts the scalar functions a# and D%{4h) are defined in each element 
fl«(esi,,,.,JVe) as: 

at W\' M) Ŵ ( ' 
with , 

X . ( / ) = {-diXKV**)+ii.V**+ * * * - / } in fl. (4c) 



For the definitions of the upwind parameter re and the characteristic discretization param
eter a< see Hughes,Mallet and Mizukami [6]. For a better understanding of the feedback 
control function ve see Dutra do Carmo and Galeão [3]. For the purpose of this paper it's 
only necessary to remind that: 

such that 

and 

"• : 0 . — • ( 0 , 1], 

lím^t 4>K = tf iSUPC?» solution) 

Um,^o4k=4k
e (CAU'M sofaison) (5a - d ) 

GLOBAL ERROR ESTIMATE 

Usingeq. (3a) and SUPG'sdefinition, fori* = ^ - ^ , w « o b t a i n : 

S(í*,5*)+ C( í \ í* ) -<W*, í* ) = 0 . (6) 

From the definition (3c), 

ft* f N* f 

B(6\6k) + 1/2 Yl I *>:(f)\™k\* «I < 1/2 E / D'MkWti? «• (7) 

Next we will prove that 

* M f J S «e l«l /»« ?e iy^ j > f»e - A » l«« - *) 

where 0 < % < /ic ^«; P< < P, < 1 , and t* is the natural logarithm basis. To prove 
(8) we use the mean value theorem in definitions (4d) and (5b) to write: 

v, - 1 s - / i , +€ txp(-pt); 0 < £ , </*«^« (9o) 

(e,)-» .' iupa€(0fl) (-*/»*) a> tf (**) $ * « ^ p <*) 
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from definition (4b), we prove (8). 

It !• quite obvious that choosing: 

we get 

/o . /ft. 

$ y a.u:|3Mtf)|adn+y *.M:i*.(tf)l {|<M-* VÍ*)+n.Vo*+<r«*|} da 

< [ «Mi+0M2)\%(ti)\9 dn+ 
J». 

+ Í (3/20)a, { | diti(-*VSh) \2 +1 n • V6h |* +1 aí* |» } dO, /9 > 0. (11) 

If we designate by Lt the last tenn in (11) then according to the inverse estimate presented 
in Ciarlet [4], for 0 (independent on 6h) sufficiently large 

I > < Cb |||i»|||a, 0 < C 0 < 1 (12) 

+ 

+ 1 / 4 / |u .n | | / | 2 dT (13o) 

with 

r + s { x € r ; u n > 0}; <r - div n/2 > <r* > 0 tn 0«. (13*-c) 

Another important result, proved in Johnson, Nãvert and Pitkiranta [5], states that for 
h sufficiently small 

B{Sh,6h)>Cx |||i*|||a; Cj, independent on 6k. (14) 

Using these two results and inequalities (7 ) and (11) we finally arrive~at: 

(C - Co) |||i*|||a+(1/2) £ / DH**)|VÍ*|« an 
Sal / A . 
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Let now ^* € V£ be an interpolant,then: 

E / M*. (tf)|arfn < cb|||?|||+£ / *.l*.(?)l' an; ? = ? - A (ie) 

where we have used again the same inverse estimate mentioned before. 

lb complete the proof we invoke the global error estimate given in Johnson,Navert and 
Pitkâranta [5], i.e. 

I I M Í - ^ I I I Í C W + ^ I W I H I Í IIIU+i-ll-lk*,<n). (17) 

Then, inequalities (15),(16) and (17) will lead to 

\\\+h-mzc4hW\\*\\k», m 

which is the searched estimate. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS In this section, a very known sample example • the steady 
advection skew to the mesh, will be focused. For this problem the medium is assumed 
homogeneous and isotopic with a constant diftusivity coefficient K » 10~8, which ensures 
a convection-dominated phenomenon. The flow is unidirectional and constant and is 
described by a vector velocity field o with components «, » 1 and tiy s - l . The source 
term /(z, y) = 0; and the assumed Dirichlet boundary conditions are: <j>{z, 0) = #(0, y) — 
^(l,y) = 0; f(z, 1) = 1. The numerical results presented in figures 1 and 2 refer to a 
(lxl) bi-dimenrional domain discretized by a (12x12) square mesh. In figure 1 bi-linear 
elements were employed, and in figure 2 biquadratic elements were used. The upwind 
parameter (re) for the bi-quadratic elements was taken at one half of the correspondent bi
linear elements. In these figures, SUPG and CCAU's approximations, for the mid section 
y a 0.6, are compared with the exact solution. 
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04 0.6 0.8 
coordinate x 

Fig. 1 - Values of ̂  at section y = 0.5. Bi-linear elements. 

1.2 

0.4 0.0 03 
coordinate x 

Fig. 2 - Values of I at sectbn y - 0.5. Biquadratic elements. 
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From figure 1 we see that the CCAU approximation does not present the localized oscilla» 
tions typical.of the SUPG solution close to boundary layers. From figure 2 we can conclude 
that increasing the order of the interpolation we also increase the accuracy of CCAU's 
approximation. But for the SUPG solution the localized oscillations tend to become more 
pronounced. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Rom the error analysis presented in this paper it was shown that the CCAU method 
preserves the same order of approximation obtained with the SUPG, when global regular 
solutions are considered, and improves the accuracy of the approximate boundary layer 
solutions when high order interpolating polynomials are used near sharp layers. This sug
gests that an r-p-h mesh refinement scheme combined with this method can be sucssefuly 
used to approximate regular as well as non-regular solutions with sharp layers. 
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